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CONTENT-BASED AUTOMATIC INPUT
PROTOCOL SELECTION

visual information to a user, or the UI can include a keyboard,

BACKGROUND

mouse, touch screen or other UI device to receive the input
content from a user. A GUI can suggest the ?rst ranked input

Unless otherwise indicated herein, the materials

described herein are not prior art to the claims in the present
application and are not admitted to be prior art by inclusion in
this section.
[0002] At present, mobile devices enable a user to input
content for various purposes, such as to generate messages, to
take notes for classes, or to create business records. The input

content may include plain language text, punctuation, sym

UI can include a graphical user interface (GUI) to provide

protocol to the user, such as by displaying information regard
ing the ?rst ranked input protocol on a display screen.
[0006] In one embodiment, a device for selecting an input
protocol based on an input content may include: a processing

unit con?gured to acquire the input content, analyZe the input
content, and extract one or more indivisible individual units

from the input content; a calculating unit con?gured to cal
culate a similarity betWeen a ?rst frequency of occurrence of

bols (e. g., small images or animation icons), emoticons, or the

the one or more indivisible individual units and a second
frequency of occurrence of the one or more indivisible indi

combination thereof. To input a certain type of content, a user
may have to sWitch from a current input protocol to a suitable

vidual units, Wherein the second frequency of occurrence of

input protocol depending on the recipient or the type of con

With a second value of frequency of occurrence; a selecting
unit con?gured to rank the similarity, identify one or more
input protocols based on the similarity, and select a ?rst

tent. For example, after a user prepares a message for a

Chinese-speaking person on-line and before preparing a mes
sage to a Japanese-speaking person, the user may have to

sWitch from a Chinese language generating protocol to a

Japanese language generating protocol, especially if the next
person is Japanese-speaking only. In addition, in order to
make the input content compact or to add some emotional

characteristics, a user may have to sWitch input protocols

several times to input special symbols or emoticons. Frequent
input protocol sWitching can sometimes be stressful and can
cause inconveniences When using a mobile device, such as a

portable computer, smart phone, a tablet, or the like.

the one or more indivisible individual units is predetermined

ranked input protocol having a highest similarity; and one or
more user interfaces (UI) con?gured to receive the input
content, and suggest the ?rst ranked input protocol. The UI
can include a graphical user interface (GUI) to provide visual
information to a user as Well as a keyboard, mouse, touch

screen or other UI to receive the input content and suggest the

?rst ranked input protocol.
[0007] In one embodiment, a computer-readable storage
medium can be provided that includes computer-readable
instructions stored thereon that are executable by a computing

SUMMARY

device to perform operations, Wherein the computer-readable
storage medium is con?gured to select an input protocol

[0003] Techniques described herein generally relate to
automatically selecting an input protocol, Which may include
a generating protocol and a prediction dictionary protocol,

the computing device through a UI. The operation of the

based on an input content.

[0004] In one embodiment, a method for selecting an input
protocol based on an input content may include: acquiring the

input content; analyZing the input content; extracting one or
more indivisible individual units from the input content; cal
culating a similarity betWeen a ?rst frequency of occurrence
of the one or more indivisible individual units and a second
frequency of occurrence of the one or more indivisible indi

vidual units, Wherein the second frequency of occurrence of
the one or more indivisible individual units is predetermined

With a second value of frequency of occurrence; ranking the
similarity; identifying one or more input protocols based on

based on an input content. The input content can be input into

computing device having the storage medium With computer
readable instructions can include: acquiring the input content;
analyZing the input content; extracting one or more indivis
ible individual units from the input content; calculating a
similarity betWeen a ?rst frequency of occurrence of the one
or more indivisible individual units and a second frequency of
occurrence of the one or more indivisible individual units,

Wherein the second frequency of occurrence of the one or
more indivisible individual units is predetermined With a

second value of frequency of occurrence; ranking the simi
larity; identifying one or more input protocols based on the

similarity; and selecting a ?rst ranked input protocol having a

highest similarity.

the similarity; and selecting a ?rst ranked input protocol
having a highest similarity.

[0008] In one embodiment, a method for selecting an input
protocol based on an input content may include: analyZing the

[0005] In one embodiment, a system for selecting an input
protocol based on an input content may include: a processing

tent and a database; ranking the similarity; identifying one or
more input protocols based on the similarity; and selecting a

module con?gured to acquire the input content, analyZe the
input content, and extract one or more indivisible individual

units from the input content; a calculating module con?gured
to calculate a similarity betWeen a ?rst frequency of occur
rence of the one or more indivisible individual units and a

second frequency of occurrence of the one or more indivisible

individual units, Wherein the second frequency of occurrence
of the one or more indivisible individual units is predeter
mined With a second value of frequency of occurrence; a

selecting module con?gured to rank the similarity, identify
one or more input protocols based on the similarity, and select

a ?rst ranked input protocol having a highest similarity; and
one or more user interfaces (UI) con?gured to receive the

input content, and suggest the ?rst ranked input protocol. The

input content; calculating a similarity betWeen the input con

?rst ranked input protocol having a highest similarity.
[0009]

The foregoing summary is illustrative only and is

not intended to be in any Way limiting. In addition to the

illustrative aspects, embodiments, and features described
above, further aspects, embodiments, and features Will
become apparent by reference to the draWings and the fol

loWing detailed description.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0010] The foregoing and folloWing information as Well as
other features of this disclosure Will become more fully

apparent from the folloWing description and appended
claims, taken in conjunction With the accompanying draW
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ings. Understanding that these drawings depict only several
embodiments in accordance With the disclosure and are,
therefore, not to be considered limiting of its scope, the dis
closure Will be described With additional speci?city and detail

through use of the accompanying draWings, in Which:
[0011]

FIG. 1A illustrates an example of an input content

including one or more natural languages, one or more sym

bols, and one or more emoticons;
[0012] FIG. 1B illustrates examples of one or more sym

bols;
[0013]

FIG. 2A illustrates an example of an input protocol

including a generating protocol and a prediction dictionary

protocol;
[0014]

FIG. 2B illustrates an example of a generating pro

tocol including a natural language generating protocol, a
symbol generating protocol and an emoticon generating pro

tocol;
[0015]

FIG. 2C illustrates an example of the structure of a

prediction dictionary protocol;
[0016] FIG. 3A illustrates an example of a pro?le including
a topic domain pro?le and a relationship pro?le;
[0017] FIG. 3B illustrates an example of a Word-frequency
of occurrence histogram for a pro?le;
[0018] FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a system and
method for selecting an input protocol based on an input;
[0019] FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a device and method
for selecting an input protocol based on an input content;
[0020] FIG. 6 illustrates an embodiment of a computing
device that can be used for the systems and to implement the

methods described herein;
[0021]

FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of a method for
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inputs information into a computing device to prepare text,
the user may need to type each and every character, Word,

sentence, symbol, punctuation mark, or emoticon of the input
content of the text. HoWever, computing devices can be con
?gured With hardWare and softWare to provide a user With

recommended input content, such as text, symbols, or emoti
cons based on the input content that is input into the comput
ing device by the user.
[0027] In one embodiment, a computing device can provide
recommended input content using one or more input proto
cols based on the input content provided by the user. The one
or more input protocols can each include a generating proto

col that generates input content (e.g., generated content) and
a prediction dictionary protocol that predicts input content

(e.g., predicted content).
[0028] In one embodiment, the generating protocol may be
used (e.g., by the user) in order to generate, input and edit
natural languages, symbols and emoticons, Which are
included in generated input that is provided to the user as a

generated input content. In one embodiment, the prediction
dictionary protocol may be used to facilitate prediction of the
predicted content that can be used for the input content of the
text based on the input content provided by the user. In one

embodiment, the generating protocol and prediction dictio
nary protocol can cooperate in order to provide recommended
input content to the user, Where the recommended input con
tent can include generated content and predicted content.
[0029] In one embodiment, the generating protocol can be
used to generate content based on What is actually input into

the device by the user. That is, the generating protocol

selecting an input protocol based on an input content; and

receives input from the user and generates content that is
displayed or otherWise provided to the user. The generating

[0022]

FIG. 8 illustrates an embodiment of a method for

protocol can provide generated content that is exactly as input

selecting an input protocol based on an input content;
[0023] all arranged in accordance With at least some
embodiments described herein.

by the user or the generated content can arise from the input,
such as be combining or separating characters of the input
from the user in order to generate input content (e.g., gener

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

ated content) that is provided to the user. For example, the
generating protocol can generate a “smiley face” from a colon

[0024]

In the folloWing detailed description, reference is

and closing parenthesis (e.g., “:)”).

made to the accompanying draWings, Which form a part

[0030]

hereof. In the draWings, similar symbols typically identify

tocol may include a database of Words, sentences, symbols or

similar components, unless context dictates otherWise. The
illustrative embodiments described in the detailed descrip
tion, draWings, and claims are not meant to be limiting. Other
embodiments may be utiliZed, and other changes may be
made, Without departing from the spirit or scope of the subject
matter presented herein. It Will be readily understood that the
aspects of the present disclosure, as generally described
herein, and illustrated in the Figures, can be arranged, substi

tuted, combined, separated, and designed in a Wide variety of
different con?gurations, all of Which are explicitly contem

plated herein.
[0025] Generally, the present disclosure relates to devices,
systems, and method for inputting content into a computing
device. Such inputting can be facilitated by the device receiv
ing text input from a user, and then processing and analyZing
the text in order to generate and provide predicted text to the
user. The device can include hardWare and softWare that can

analyZe the text and predict the text that may be input by the
user. The device can use past text input by the user as Well as

a topic of the text or an intended recipient of the text in order
to make a prediction of text that Will be input by the user.

[0026]

The folloWing example provides an embodiment of

devices, systems, and methods described herein. When a user

In one embodiment, the prediction dictionary pro

emoticons frequently used or featured in a topic domain or a

relationship that is relevant to the input content. In one
embodiment, a topic domain can include a type of topic
relevant to the contextual environment of the input content,
Where examples of different topic domains can include busi

ness, school, athletics, activity, calendar, or other types of
contextual environments. In another embodiment, the rela
tionship can generally refer to the type of interpersonal con
nection betWeen a person (e. g., user) creating the text of the
input content and an intended receiver of the text of the input
content. Some examples of relationships can be business

contacts, school contacts, athletic contacts, activity contacts,
acquaintances, friends, family, or signi?cant others such as

spouses, girlfriends and boyfriends.
[0031]

In one embodiment, the generating protocol may

cooperate With the corresponding prediction dictionary pro
tocol to facilitate generation and prediction of the input con
tent. The prediction and/ or generation of the recommended
input content can be based on the topic domain and the rela

tionship parameters relevant to the input content provided by
the user. For example, a business prediction dictionary pro
tocol may include a database of Words, sentences, symbols or
emoticons frequently used in a business related topic domain.
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When a user uses the generating protocol to generate, input,

one or more indivisible individual units 104 can be the small

and edit business related input content, the business predic
tion dictionary protocol can be used to predict certain input

est linguistic unit of that natural language, such as a letter or
Word, a punctuation mark or combination thereof. The Words
can be common dictionary Words or slang for a particular

content, such as Words or sentences frequently used in the

business topic domain.
[0032]

In one embodiment, the prediction may be con

ducted through searching the database and suggesting the
appropriate Words or sentences to the user based on the input
content provided by the user. In some instances, a user may

have to sWitch the prediction dictionary protocol during cre
ation of the input content. For example, When the user
changes the input content recipient from a business partner to
a family member, the user and/or computing device may have
to sWitch a business prediction dictionary protocol to a family

member prediction dictionary protocol. This facilitates pre
paring text by selecting appropriate text for the intended
recipient of the text. NoW, the sWitching of input protocols by
the computing device can be automated based at least in part
on the topic domain and the relationship With the systems and
methods described herein.
[0033] FIG. 1A illustrates an example of an input content
including one or more natural languages, one or more sym

natural language. The smallest linguistic unit is a linguistic
unit that can carry certain meanings. The smallest linguistic
unit can have different structures depending on different natu
ral languages. For example, When the one or more natural
languages 101 includes Japanese, the one or more indivisible
individual units 104 can be a morphactin because in Japanese,
a morphactin is used as the smallest linguistic unit With cer

tain meanings. For instance, “Ohayou” is a morphactin in
Japanese, Which means “Good Morning.” Any individual
kana character in the morphactin of “Ohayou” such as “0”
does not carry any meaning. Therefore, the morphactin of
“Ohayou” can be treated as the smallest linguistic unit in
Japanese, and thus can be included in the one or more indi
visible individual units 104 When the one or more natural

languages 101 includes Japanese. On the other hand, When
the one or more natural languages 101 includes English, the
one or more indivisible individual units 104 can be a single

Word because in English, a single Word is enough to carry

bols, and one or more emoticons, arranged in accordance With
at least some embodiments described herein. As illustrated in

certain meanings, and in some instances a single letter or

FIG. 1A, an input content 100 may include one or more
natural languages 101, one or more symbols 102 or one or

example, the Word “sunny” can be one of the one or more
indivisible individual units 104 When the one or more natural

single punctuation mark can carry suf?cient meaning. For

more emoticons 103, or any combination thereof. The input

languages 101 includes English. Also, a question mark (e. g.,

content 100 can include any combination of the one or more

“?”) that represents a question can be one of the one or more
individual units 104. In some instances, single letters or num
bers can be an indivisible individual unit or be part of the one

natural languages 101, the one or more symbols 102, or the
one or more emoticons 103. For example, a person Who

speaks both Japanese and English might generate a message
Which includes both Japanese Words and sentences and

or more indivisible individual units 104, especially in infor
mal texts that use slang or phonetic slang to represent actual

English Words and sentences, Where the one or more natural

Words. One or more symbols 102 can be used as the one or

languages 101 includes Japanese and English. The one or

more indivisible individual units 104, such as a single small

more natural languages 101 can be any kind of human lan

image or a single animation icon being a single indivisible

guage, such as Japanese, Chinese, French, Spanish or
English, or any combination thereof, as opposed to computer

individual unit. One or more emoticons 103 can be used as the
one or more indivisible individual units 104, such that a single

languages.
[0034]

FIG. 1B illustrates examples of one or more sym

emoticon may be formed by one or more character inputs,
such as letters, numbers, or punctuation or the like.

bols, arranged in accordance With at least some embodiments

[0036]

described herein. As illustrated in FIG. 1B, the one or more

may be encoded by one of the computing industry standards.

The one or more indivisible individual units 104

symbols 102 can be any symbol, including static small
images or animation icons, With or Without certain meanings.
Usually, the content of the one or more symbols 102 can have

The computing industry standards may include UNICODE,
ISO-2022-JP, ISO-2022-CN, ISO-2022-KR, EUC-JP, EUC
KR, EUC-CN, EUC-TW and Shift_JIS-2004. Therefore, any

some connotation of information to be provided. For
example, a sun icon (E63E) can be used to represent sunny

content 100 can be encoded, interpreted and identi?ed With

of the one or more indivisible individual units 104 of the input

Weather, a cloud icon (E63E) can be used to represent cloudy
Weather, an umbrella icon (E640) can be used to represent
rainy Weather, a snoWman icon (E641) can be used to repre
sent snoWy Weather, a lightening bold icon (E642) can be

one speci?c code de?ned by one of the computing industry

used to represent thunder and lightning Weather, a ?ight icon
(not shoWn) can be used to represent ?ight status, or a cake
icon (not shoWn) can be used to represent a birthday. Refer

protocol arranged in accordance With at least some embodi
ments described herein. As illustrated in FIG. 2A, an input
protocol 200 can include a generating protocol 210 and a

ring again to FIG. 1A, the one or more emoticons 103 can be

prediction dictionary protocol. The input protocol 200 may be

in any format, such as any facial expression pictorially rep

used to generate, input, and edit the input content 100. This

standards.
[0037] FIG. 2A illustrates an example of an input protocol

including a generating protocol and a prediction dictionary

resented by punctuation and letters. The one or more emoti

can include the input protocol 200 generating, inputting, and

cons 103 can be used to express certain mood, such as a smile

editing the one or more natural languages 101, the one or
more symbols 102 and the one or more emoticons 103. The

emoticon being used to express relaxing mood or a froWn to
be a bad mood.
[0035] The input content 100 may contain one or more
indivisible individual units 104. The one or more indivisible
individual units 104 can be in any format depending on the

text or characters of the input content 100. When the input
content 100 includes one or more natural languages 101, the

generating protocol 210 may be used to generate, input and
edit the one or more natural languages 101, the one or more

symbols 102 and the one or more emoticons 103. As illus

trated in FIG. 2B, the generating protocol 210 may include a

natural language generating protocol 211, a symbol generat
ing protocol 212, and an emoticon generating protocol 213.
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The natural language generating protocol 211 may be used to

each database may contain Words, morphactins, punctuation

generate and input a character of the one or more natural

marks, and sentences of the one or more natural languages

languages 101, such as through the computing device select

101, the one or more symbols 102 or the one or more emoti

ing or determining an alphabet or a numeric character, a Word,

cons 103 frequently used or featured in a setting or text

or a sentence for the one or more natural languages 101, based

environment, such as a topic domain (e.g., type of environ
ment) or a relationship (e.g., correspondent to receive mes

on a user inputting characters into the computing device, such
as by using a keyboard or a touch screen of the computing

device. The symbol generating protocol 212 may be used to

sage from user). The topic domain and the relationship, With

generate and input the one or more symbols 102, such as

respect to the user and recipient of the input content 100, can
determine the types of recommended content to be generated

through the computing device selecting or determining the

or predicted. The topic domain of the topic domain prediction

one or more symbols 102 from a symbol list or inputting a
code or combination of characters representing the one or

more symbols 102. The emoticon generating protocol 213

dictionary 223 can include any topic, such as the topic of
school, Work, business, family or friendship as Well as many
other types of topics relevant to the textual environment. The

may be used to generate and input the one or more emoticons

relationship of the relationship prediction dictionary 224 may

103, such as through the computing device selecting or deter

include any type of relationship betWeen the user and the

mining the one or more emoticons 103 from an emoticon list

recipient of the input content 100, such as relationship

or using several characters (e.g., punctuations or letters) to

betWeen classmates, coworkers, business partners, family

generate the one or more emoticons 103. The computing
device can select or determine content to be generated and/or
provided to the user by using one or more of the natural

language generating protocol 211, symbol generating proto
col 212, and emoticon generating protocol based on content
input into the computing device by the user.
[0038] The generating protocol 210 can be sWitched among

different types of the natural language generating protocol
211, such as from a Chinese language generating protocol to

a Japanese language generating protocol. Also, the generating
protocol 210 can be sWitched among different types of the

symbol generating protocol 212, such as from a Weather

symbol generating protocol to a fashion symbol generating
protocol. Additionally, the generating protocol 210 can also
be sWitched among different types of the emoticon generating
protocol 213, such as from a happy mood emoticon generat
ing protocol to a sad mood emoticon generating protocol. In
addition, the generating protocol 210 can be sWitched among
different types of generating protocols, such as from the natu

members or friends. The prediction dictionary 221 may con

tain other types of prediction dictionaries, and may not be
limited to the description herein.
[0041] The prediction dictionary 221 can be created based
on existing dictionaries, such as a Chinese language dictio
nary or a Japanese language dictionary as Well as any dictio
nary of the one or more natural languages 101. The prediction
dictionary 221 can also be created based on some other mate
rials, such as a user’s previous communication records

regarding a particular topic domain or a particular relation
ship. The previous communication records canbe any records
the user has communicated in the past, especially in vieW of
the topic domain and/or the relationship of the intended

recipient of the communication. For example, frequently
used or featured Words, morphactins, punctuation marks, sen
tences of the one or more natural languages 101, the one or
more symbols 102 or the one or more emoticons 103 can be

extracted from a user’s (e.g., sender) previous communica
tion records to a certain business partner (e.g., receiver), to
create a business topic domain prediction dictionary. Fre

ral language generating protocol 211 to the symbol generat
ing protocol 212, or from the symbol generating protocol 212
to the emoticon generating protocol 213. The generating pro

marks, sentences of the one or more natural languages 101,

tocol 210 sWitching process may depend on the input content

the one or more symbols 102 or the one or more emoticons

100 as Well as on the topic domain and relationship param
eters. For example, a user may Want to insert one or more
symbols 102 or one or more emoticons 103 in to a sentence

generated With the one or more natural languages 101, and

quently used or featured Words, morphactins, punctuation
103 can be extracted from such records to create a business

partner relationship prediction dictionary.
[0042]

Frequently used or featured Words, morphactins,

and punctuation marks of the one or more natural languages

may therefore have to sWitch the generating protocol 210

101 as Well as the one or more symbols 102 or the one or more

several times during such inputting process.
[0039] As illustrated in FIG. 2A, the input protocol 200
may also include a prediction dictionary protocol 220. The

emoticons 103 in the prediction dictionary 221 can be
extracted With the “term frequency-inverse document fre

prediction dictionary protocol 220 can be used to facilitate the
prediction of the input content 100.
[0040]

quency (TD-IDF)” Weight through the folloWing Equation 1.
Equation 1

FIG. 2C illustrates an example of the structure of a

prediction dictionary protocol arranged in accordance With at
least some embodiments described herein. As illustrated in

FIG. 2C, the prediction dictionary protocol 220 may include
a prediction dictionary 221 and a processing module 222. As
also illustrated, the prediction dictionary 221 can include a

tion marks of the one or more natural languages 101 as Well as

topic domain prediction dictionary 223 and a relationship
prediction dictionary 224, and the processing module 222 can

be extracted from materials related to the topic domain or the

include a search engine 225, a matching module 226, a sug
gesting module 227, and a modifying module 228. The pre

For Example, one or more Words, morphactins, and punctua
one or more symbols 102 or one or more emoticons 103 may

relationship, such as the previous communications records
related to the topic domain or the relationship, common dic
tionaries or similar sources. In the above Equation 1, the
materials used to extract the Words, morphactins, and punc

diction dictionary 221 may contain different types of predic
tion dictionaries, such as a topic domain prediction dictionary
223 and a relationship prediction dictionary 224. The predic

tuation marks of the one or more natural languages 101 as

tion dictionary 221 may include one or more databases, and

Well as the one or more symbols 102 or the one or more
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emoticons 103 Which Were not previously stored in the pre

Words, morphactins, and punctuation marks of the one or

diction dictionary 221; correcting the mistakes in the predic

more natural languages 101 as Well as one or more symbols
102 or one or more emoticons 103 can be generally referred to

tion dictionary 221; deleting unused Words, morphactins,

as a Word or W. A list of the Words, morphactins, and punc
tuation marks of the one or more natural languages 101 as

languages 101 as Well as the one or more symbols 102 or the

Well as the one or more symbols 102 or the one or more

emoticons 103 may be referred as L. Nonfunctional Words or

morphactins such as “a,” “the,” “an ,” “or,” or “is” may be
removed from the list L,- to create a metadata candidate Word
list MCI. for a predictive dictionary PDi, for a user “i”. This
can be done With respect to a recipient “j”. Local term fre
quency tf is the frequency of occurrence of each of the Words,
morphactins, and punctuation marks of the one or more natu
ral languages 101 as Well as the one or more symbols 102 or

the one or more emoticons 103 that appeared in the material

from Which the Words, morphactins, and punctuation marks
of the one or more natural languages 101 as Well as the one or
more symbols 102 or the one or more emoticons 103 are

extracted. Document frequency df is the number of docu

ments that contain the Words, morphactins, and punctuation
marks of the one or more natural languages 101 as Well as the

sentences, and punctuation marks of the one or more natural

one or more emoticons 103 stored in the prediction dictionary

221 after a certain period of time; or updating the prediction
dictionary 221 With neW types of prediction dictionary after a
certain period of time.
[0044] The prediction dictionary protocol 220 can be used
to facilitate the prediction of the input content 100, such as to

predict Words, morphactins, sentences, and punctuation
marks of the one or more natural languages 101 as Well as the
one or more symbols 102 or the one or more emoticons 103

based on the input content 100 provided by the user. The
predicted input content can be recommended input content
that is recommended to the user based on What Was input into
the computing device by the user. For example, a user may use

the generating protocol 210 for the English language to gen
erate and input the characters “me.” Here the characters “me”
may become part of the input content 100. Based on the input

one or more symbols 102 or the one or more emoticons 103

content 100, the processing module 222 of the prediction
dictionary protocol 220 for a business topic domain may

that appeared in all the materials used for the extraction. For
example, if there are 10 documents, and all of the documents

suggest the predicted content (e. g., recommended input con

contain the Word “they”, then, df of “they” is 10. When only
one document contains the Word “unique”, df of “unique” is
1. Large df scores indicate that the Word is not so important
compared to Words With small df scores because the large df
score indicates that the Word appears commonly in many
documents. The tf and df may then be calculated. A frequently
used and featured Words list Wl- can then be created based on
the tf and df, Where the tf is larger than a threshold t 1 and df is

smaller than a threshold t2. Additional information regarding
Equation 1 can be obtained from BaeZa-Yates, R. and
Ribeiro-Neto, B. “Modern Information Retrieval”. ACM

Press/Addison-Wesley, 1999, Which is incorporated herein
by speci?c reference in its entirety.
[0043] As illustrated in FIG. 2C, the prediction dictionary
protocol 220 may include a processing module 222; hoWever,
the processing module 222 is not necessary for some systems.

The processing module 222 may include a searching engine
225, Which can be used to search the Words, morphactins,

search the business topic domain prediction dictionary and
tent), such as a Word list including Word “met” or “meeting”
to the user. The user may accept the predicted content through

choosing the suggested Word “meeting.” Here the neWly cho
sen Word “meeting” may become part of the input content
100. Based on the input content 100, the processing module
222 may further search the business topic domain prediction
dictionary and suggest the predicted content to the user, such
as the Word “schedule.” The user may accept the predicted

content through choosing the suggested Word “schedule.”
Here the “meeting schedule” may become part of the input
content 100. Based on the input content 100, the processing
module 222 may then search the business topic domain pre
diction dictionary and suggest the predicted content, such as
a sentence “What is the meeting schedule for tomorrow?” on
a screen to the user. The user may accept the predicted content

through choosing the suggested sentence “What is the meet
ing schedule for tomorroW?”, Which may become part of the
input content 100. The user may not accept the predicted

sentences, and punctuation marks of the one or more natural

content through not choosing anything in the predicted con

languages 101 as Well as the one or more symbols 102 or the
one or more emoticons 103 Which match the input content

tent.

100. The processing module 222 may include a matching

predicted content through not choosing the suggested Word

module 226 that may be used to compare the Words, mor
phactins, sentences, and punctuation marks of the one or

“met” or “meeting” from the Word list, but rather may gener
ate and input the Word “meet.” Here the user generated and

more natural languages 101 as Well as the one or more sym

inputted Word “meet” may become part of the input content
100. Based on the input content 100, the processing module
222 may further search the business topic domain prediction
dictionary and suggest the predicted content to the user, such

bols 102 or the one or more emoticons 103 With the input

content 100. The processing module 222 may include a sug

gesting module 227 that may be used to suggest the predicted
content, such as matched or similar Words, morphactins, sen
tences, and punctuation marks of the one or more natural
languages 101 as Well as the one or more symbols 102 or the
one or more emoticons 103 With the input content 100 to a

user through displaying the predicted content on a screen to
the user. The processing module 222 may also include a

modifying module 228 that may be used to modify the pre
diction dictionary 221. The function of the modifying module

[0045]

In another example, the user may not accept the

as the sentence “let’s meet in the of?ce today.” The user may

not accept the predicted content through not choosing the
suggested sentence “let’s meet in the of?ce today.” Here the
predicted content “let’s meet in the of?ce today” may not
become part of the input content 100. The user may not accept

the predicted content by simply ignoring the predicted con
tent and continuing to input characters into the computing
device. On the other hand, the computing device may present

228 may include: adding the Words, morphactins, sentences,

a cancel button to the user, and the user can select the cancel

and punctuation marks of the one or more natural languages

button to cancel the predicted content. The user may further
generate and input a sentence such as “let’s plan to meet for

101 as Well as the one or more symbols 102 or the one or more
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lunch today.” Here the newly generated and inputted sentence
“let’s plan to meet for lunch today” may become part of the
input content 100. Of course the user may accept the pre
dicted content “let’s meet in the of?ce today” and may then
edit the sentence to “let’s plan to meet for lunch today.” The
Word “meet” and the sentence “let’s plan to meet for lunch
today” may not previously have been stored in the business
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include one or more topic domains, Which can be generally
described as general topics related to the text or for Which the

text regards. A topic domain of the topic domain pro?le 301
can include any topic, such as the topic of school, Work,
business, family or friendship as Well as many other types of

topics relevant to the textual environment. The relationship
pro?le 302 can include one or more relationships betWeen the

topic domain prediction dictionary. The processing module

user and an intended recipient of the text. A relationship of the

222 may then add those neWly generated and inputted Words
and sentences to the business topic domain prediction dictio

relationship pro?le 302 may include any type of relationship

sentences upon subsequent input of “me” into the computing
device With respect to the topic domain and the relationship

betWeen the user and the recipient of the input content 100,
such as relationship betWeen classmates, coWorkers, business
partners, family members or friends. The pro?le 300 may
contain other types of the pro?les, and may not be limited to

betWeen the user and the recipient of the input content 100.
[0046] When the input protocol 200 is changed by a user or
a computing device, it can be either the generating protocol

the description herein. Generally, the one or more indivisible
individual units 104 can be used to calculate a similarity or
difference betWeen the input content 100 and a pro?le 300. A

210 being sWitched, or the prediction dictionary protocol 220
being sWitched, or both. The generating protocol 210 and the
prediction dictionary protocol 220 can be sWitched sepa

pro?le 300 that has greater similarity of the input content can
be used for generating and providing predicted text.
[0049] The pro?le 300 can be created based on existing

nary, and may therefore search and suggest such Words and

rately. The user or computing device can sWitch the generat

dictionaries, such as a Chinese language dictionary or a J apa

ing protocol 210 to a different generating protocol, such as
from a natural language generating protocol A to a natural

nese language dictionary or English language dictionary as

language generating protocol B, or from the symbol generat
ing protocol 212 to the emoticon generating protocol 213,
While keeping the same prediction dictionary protocol 220.

Well as any dictionary of the one or more natural languages
101. The pro?le 300 can also be created based on some other

materials, such as a user’s previous communication records
regarding a topic domain or a relationship. The previous

The user or computing device can also change the prediction

communication records can be any records the user has com

dictionary protocol 220 While keeping the same generating
protocol 210. The generating protocol 210 and the prediction
dictionary protocol 220 can also be sWitched simultaneously

municated in the past, especially in vieW of the topic domain
and/or the relationship of the intended recipient of the com
munication. For example, frequently used or featured Words,

or correspondingly, under Which situation the generating pro

morphactins, punctuation marks of the one or more natural

tocol 210 can be sWitched at the same time When the predic

languages 101, the one or more symbols 102 or the one or

tion dictionary protocol 220 is sWitched, either manually or

more emoticons 103 can be extracted from user’s (e. g.,

automatically.

sender) previous communication records to a certain business
partner (e.g., receiver), to create a business topic domain

[0047]

For example, a user can sWitch the prediction dic

tionary 221 Which only contains Words for the Japanese lan
guage to the prediction dictionary 221 Which only contains

pro?le. Similarly, any other type of topic domain pro?le 301

Words for the Chinese language When the user sWitches the

quently used or featured Words, morphactins or punctuation

generating protocol 210 from the Japanese language to the

marks of the one or more natural languages 101, the one or

Chinese language. On the other hand, the user can keep the

more symbols 102 or the one or more emoticons 103 can be

same business partner relationship prediction dictionary for
both the Chinese language generating protocol and the

tionship pro?le. Similarly, any other type of relationship pro

can be created and stored on the computing device. Fre

extracted from such records to create a business partner rela

English language generating protocol because the business
partner relationship prediction dictionary can include Words,

?le 302 can be created and stored on the computing device.

morphactins, sentences and punctuation marks of the one or

one or more natural languages 101 may contain functional

more natural languages 101 as Well as the one or more sym
bols 102 or the one or more emoticons 103 Which may be

Words and morphactins. Nonfunctional Words and morphac

shared by both languages. The computing device can also be
used to determine the relationship betWeen the generating

“and,” “or,” “for,” or “is” may be deleted. Frequency of occur
rence of each frequently used or featured Words, morphactins,
punctuation marks of the one or more natural languages 101,

protocol 210 and the prediction dictionary protocol 220, and

[0050]

In the pro?le 300, the Words and morphactins of the

tins of the one or more natural languages 101 such as “the,”

therefore can sWitch them correspondingly and automatically
based on the relationship of the user and the recipient of the

the one or more symbols 102 and the one or more emoticons

input content 100 generated and inputted by the user.
[0048] FIG. 3A illustrates an example of a pro?le including
a topic domain pro?le and a relationship pro?le arranged in

frequency of occurrence. Each of the Words, morphactins,

1 03 may be calculated, and a value may be used to re?ect such

punctuation marks of the one or more natural languages 101,
the one or more symbols 102 and the one or more emoticons

As illustrated in FIG. 3A, a pro?le 300 may include any type
of pro?le, such as a topic domain pro?le 301 and a relation
ship pro?le 302. The pro?le 300 may be a database, and may
contain Words, morphactins, punctuation marks of the one or

103 contained in the pro?le 300 may be assigned With a
speci?c value of frequency of occurrence. The value of fre
quency of occurrence may be determined through simply
counting the occurrence of each of the frequently used or
featured Words, morphactins, punctuation marks of the one or

more natural languages 101, the one or more symbols 102 or
the one or more emoticons 103 frequently used or featured in

the one or more emoticons 103 that have appeared in some

accordance With at least some embodiments described herein.

more natural languages 101, the one or more symbols 102 and

a setting or text environment, such as a topic domain (e. g.,

existing text relating to the topic domain or the relationship

type of environment) or a relationship (e. g., correspondent to
receive message from user). The topic domain pro?le 301 can

betWeen the user and the recipient of the input content 100.
The value of frequency of occurrence can be determined With
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occurrence can also be simply determined With a ?xed value,
Which value may represent the importance of a Word, a mor

HoWever, common mobile computing systems use touch
screens, Which provide a graphic user interface (GUI) that
receives and provides information With respect to a user. As
such, use of GUI here can also generally refer to any type of
U1.

phactin or a punctuation mark of the one or more natural
languages 101, an individual symbol of the one or more
symbols 102 or an individual emoticon of the one or more

use the generating protocol 210 and the prediction dictionary
protocol 220 to generate and input the input content 100. The

a more accurate Weight, such as term frequency-inverse docu

ment frequency (TD-IDF) Weight as described in connection
to Equation 1 provided herein. The value of frequency of

emoticons 103 related to the topic domain or the relationship
betWeen the user and the recipient of the input content 100.
[0051] FIG. 3B illustrates an example of a Word-frequency
of occurrence histogram for a pro?le arranged in accordance
With at least some embodiments described herein. As illus

[0054]

A user can touch the touch screen or keyboard and

input content 100 can then be acquired through an Applica
tion Programming Interface (API). The UI 410 may also
contain an image generating device, such as a camera. A user
can use the camera to take a picture of the input content 100,
such as a picture of a printed out e-mail or a communication

can illustrate frequency of Words of a pro?le 300 or in a text

record. The image of the input content 100 can then be con
verted into a text format of the input content 100 through an

input by the user. The Word-frequency of occurrence histo

Optical Character RecogniZer (OCR) module (not shoWn).

gram can include a horizontal axis that may represent the
frequently used or featured Words of the one or more natural

The UI 410 may further contain a detecting module (not
shoWn), Which can be used to automatically detect Whether
there are existing previous communication records betWeen
the user and the recipient of the input content 100 in an
application, and to extract a part of such records as the input

trated in FIG. 3B, a Word-frequency of occurrence histogram

languages 101, and the vertical axis of the histogram may
represent the value of frequency of occurrence of each Word,
and a vertical axis may represent frequency of occurrence of
the Words of the horiZontal axis. As illustrated in FIG. 3B, the
frequently used or featured Words With value of frequency of

content 100 for further processing, such as to be used to
determine the input protocol 200 . Accordingly, the UI 41 0 can

occurrence for a business topic domain pro?le or a business

be used to receive the input content into the system 400

relationship pro?le may include: (Meeting, 400), (Schedule,

(“RECEIVE THE INPUT CONTENT,” block 410).
[0055] The processing module 420 may acquire the input

300), (Tomorrow, 150), (Send, 250), (E-mail, 350), (Attend,
250), (Trip, 200), (Plan, 250), (Group, 100). The value of

content 100 and then process the input content 100 through a

frequency of occurrence of each Word in FIG. 3B may be

simply calculated through counting the occurrence in some

language identi?er, such as Rosette Language Identi?er
(RFI), Which is a commercial softWare designed for Natural

existing materials related to a business topic domain or a

Language Processing. HoWever, any type of the language

business relationship. The value of frequency of occurrence

identi?er can be used. The identi?ed results may include the
type of the one or more natural languages 101, Whether the

of each Word in FIG. 3B can be calculated With adding more
accurate Weight, such as a TD-IDF Weight as described in

one or more symbols 102 or the one or more emoticons 103

connection With Equation 1 provided herein. The value of

are contained in the input content 100, or the encoding code of

frequency of occurrence of each Word in FIG. 3B can also be
determined by a ?xed value to shoW the importance of such
Word related to the business topic domain or the business

the input content 100. Accordingly, the processing module

relationship. For example, the Word “meeting” may be fre
quently used in the business environments, and may be

420 can be used to acquire the input content from the UI 410

(“ACQUIRE THE INPUT CONTENT,” block 421") and then
analyZe the input content (“ANALYZE THE INPUT CON

TENT,” block 422).

treated as a featured Word of the business topic domain and

[0056]

the business relationship. Therefore, the Word “meeting” may

the input content 100 can then be extracted by the processing
module 420 (“EXTRACT THE INDIVISIBLE INDI
VIDUAL UNITS,” block 423). The extraction may depend on
the type of the input content 100. When the input content 100

be assigned With a high value of frequency of occurrence such
as “400” to shoW its importance to the business topic domain

and the business relationship.
[0052] FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a system and
method for selecting an input protocol based on an input
arranged in accordance With at least some embodiments
described herein. As illustrated in FIG. 4, a system 400 can be

The one or more indivisible individual units 104 of

contains the one or more natural languages 101 With spaces

betWeen Words and sentences, such as the English language,
a part-of-speech tagger (POS tagger) may be used to divide
the input content 100 into Words. On the other hand, for the

provided con?gured for selecting the input protocol 200

one or more natural languages 101 Which contain no spaces

based on the input content 100. The system 400 can be pro
vided as a single computing device or a group of computing

betWeen Words or morphactins, such as the Japanese lan
guage or the Chinese language, a morphological analyZer can
be used to extract morphactins from the input content 100.
When the input content 100 contains one or more symbols
102 and one or more emoticons 103 separated by spaces, they
can be extracted through detecting the spaces betWeen the one

devices in a computing system, Which computing devices can

be physically coupled or Wirelessly coupled. Accordingly,
there are instances that the computing device that can imple
ment the protocols described herein can be part of a comput
ing system, such as the system 400 including one or more
devices, such as a smart phone or tablet or the like or netWork

operably coupling the same.
[0053] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the system 400 can include
a UI 410, a processing module 420, a calculating module 430,
and a selecting module 440. The UI 410 may be used to
receive the input content 100, and thereby alloWs the user to
input information and receive information With regard to the
system 400. The UI 410 can be any type of user interface.

or more symbols 102 or the one or more emoticons 103, and

a POS tagger may be used for such extraction.
[0057] It should be noted that, the input content 100 ana
lyZing process and the one or more indivisible individual

units 104 extracting process described herein may be con

ducted through other ef?cient systems or softWare, the details
of Which processes are not described herein.
[0058] As a result of the one or more indivisible individual

units 104 extracting process, Words, morphactins, punctua
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tion marks of the one or more natural languages 101, the one
or more symbols 102 or the one or more emoticons 103 that

appeared in the input content 100 are extracted. The Words
and morphactins may only contain functional Words and mor
phactins, and nonfunctional Words and morphactins, such as

[0062] The extracted indivisible individual unit With or
Without value of frequency of occurrence then can be used by

the calculating module 430 in order to calculate similarity
betWeen the input content 100 and a pro?le 300 (“CALCU

LATEA SIMILARITY,” block 431). Referring again to FIG.

“the,” “and,” “or,” “for,” or “is,” may be deleted.

3A, the pro?le 300 may include any type of pro?le, such as a

[0059]

topic domain pro?le 301 and a relationship pro?le 302.

The calculating module 430 can receive the

extracted one or more indivisible individual units 104 from

the processing module 420, and then calculate the frequency
of occurrence of each extracted indivisible individual unit

(“CALCULATEA FREQUENCY”, block 425). The value of
such frequency of occurrence may be assigned With each
extracted indivisible individual unit. The value of frequency

[0063] In one embodiment, the calculating module 430 of
the system 400 may calculate a similarity betWeen the input
content 100 and the pro?le 300 through a vector-space model
calculation function of Equation 2 or Equation 3.

of occurrence of each extracted indivisible individual unit

'1

Equation 2

fmmioml. h2) := Z hut-1mm

may be determined through simply counting the occurrence

[:1

of each extracted indivisible individual unit in the input con
tent 100. The value of frequency of occurrence can also be
determined With a more accurate Weight, such as term fre

.

I

"i

;:1

quency-inverse document frequency (TD-IDF) Weight by

E uation 3

m1n(hl[;], 112m)

fhistogram’intersection(hls k2) -=

q

Z hlm

1:1

using Equation 1 above.
[0060] For example, the input content 100 may be: “What is
the meeting schedule for tomorrow? Have you already
booked the meeting room? Have you already sent e-mails to
everyone Who Will attend the meeting?” The extracted indi

In Equations 2 or 3, h1 may represent a “value of frequency of
occurrence of the one or more indivisible individual units 104

in the pro?le 300,” and h2 may represent a “value of fre

visible individual unit With value of frequency of occurrence

quency of occurrence of the one or more indivisible indi

may be as shoWn in Table 1.

vidual units 104 extracted from the input content 100.” A

value of the similarity may be obtained after the similarity
calculation. The similarity betWeen the input content 100 and
the pro?le 300 may be calculated through other functions,

TABLE 1
Indivisible Individual Unit With Value of Frequency of Occurrence

Which details may not be limited to the functions described
herein.

Indivisible Individual Unit

Value of

meet-

sched-

tomor-

ing

ule

roW

3

l

l

book room

l

[0064]

The calculation of the similarity can be performed

e-

at

send

mail

tend

for more than one pro?le. That is, the input content 1 00 can be

l

l

1

compared to one or more pro?les in order to determine one or
more similarities and one or more similarity values. Accord

l

Frequency

ingly, the input content 1 00 may be more similar to one pro?le
300 than to another different pro?le 300.

of Occur
161106

In the above Table 1, the value of frequency of occurrence
may be simply calculated through counting the occurrence of
the extracted indivisible individual unit in the input content
100.
[0061] The extracted indivisible individual unit With value
of frequency of occurrence may also be as shoWn in Table 2.

[0065] After the similarity betWeen the input content 100
and the pro?le 300 is calculated and the value of the similarity
is obtained for multiple pro?les, the calculating module 430
can provide the similarity information to the selecting module
440. The selecting module 440 may rank the similarity With
respect to a group of a plurality of similarities are determined

from a group of pro?les. That is, the similarity of the input
content 100 and a pro?le 300 can be ranked against a simi

TABLE 2

larity of the input With other pro?les (“RANK THE SIMI

Indivisible Individual Unit With Value of Frequency of Occurrence

Frequency

LARITY,” block 441). The ranking can be based on the
numerical siZe of the calculated value of the similarity
betWeen the input and one pro?le 300 compared to other
pro?les. Because each pro?le 300 corresponds to a similarity
value With the same input content 100, the pro?le 300 can
then be identi?ed With the similarity value, and can therefore
be ranked in order of the numerical siZe of such similarity

of Occur

value as Well. For example, as illustrated in Table 3, With the

161106

same input content 100, the similarity value of pro?leA is 4.8;
the similarity value of pro?le B is 4.1; the similarity value of
pro?le C is 5.6; the similarity value of pro?le D is 6.8; and the
similarity value of pro?le E is 9.1. Each pro?le 300 With the

Indivisible Individual Unit

Value of

meet-

sched-

tomor-

ing

ule

roW

10

6

2

book room

l

l

e-

at

send

mail

tend

l

6

6

In the above Table 2, the value of frequency of occurrence

may be calculated With special Weight to add the importance
to some of the extracted indivisible individual units over

others, such as by using Equation 1.

calculated value of similarity can then be identi?ed and
ranked compared to other pro?les as shoWn in Table 3.
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TABLE 3
Pro?les Ranked with Similarity Value

Similarity

Property

Ranking

Value

Pro?le

Property 1

1
2
3
4
5

9.1
6.8
5.6
4.8
4.1

Pro?le E
Pro?le D
Pro?le C
Pro?le A
Pro?le B

Topic domain: Business
Relationship: Business Partner
Relationship: Co-worker
Topic domain: Work
Topic domain: School

[0066]

2

Property 3

Japanese
Symbol
English
Emoticon
Chinese Symbol/Emoticon
Chinese
Symbol
English Symbol/Emoticon

Therefore, the ?rst ranked topic domain pro?le is

410 may then proceed corresponding to the user’ 5 permission

pro?le E, with a similarity value of 9.1, which may be a

or instruction. The user may not respond within a certain

business topic domain pro?le. The ?rst ranked relationship
pro?le is relationship pro?le D, with a similarity value of 6.8,

period of time, under such situation, the UI 410 may not

which may be a business partner relationship pro?le. The
pro?le 300 may be de?ned with several properties. As illus
trated in Table 3, the properties of the pro?le 300 may include

protocol to the ?rst ranked input protocol, and may maintain
the current input protocol. Alternatively or additionally, the
UI 410 may automatically instruct the selecting module 440

“Property 1” of “Type of the prediction dictionary 221”,
“Property 2” of “Type of the one or more natural languages
101”, and “Property 3” of “Type of the one or more symbols

to switch a current input protocol to the ?rst ranked input
protocol after such period of time. On the other hand, the user
may respond within a certain period of time, which response

102 or the one or more emoticons 103.” Such properties can

may be permission of the suggested input protocol switching

then be used to determine the input protocol 200 for the input

or instruction of different input protocol switching. The UI
410 may then proceed to instruct the selecting module 440 to

content 100.

[0067] Based on the rank of the similarity of the input
content with the pro?le 300 with respect to other pro?les, the
selecting module 440 can then identify the input protocol as

having the highest ranked similarity (“IDENTIFY THE
INPUT PROTOCOL,” block 442). For example, as illustrated
in Table 3, the ?rst ranked pro?le is Pro?le E, with a topic
domain of “Business” in column “Property 1,” a relationship
of “Business Partner” in column “Property 1,” a “Japanese”
language type in column “Property 2,” and a “Symbol” in
column “Property 3.” The selecting module 440 of system
400 can then determine the input protocol 200 for the input

content 100 with: Japanese language generating protocol,
symbol generating protocol, a business topic domain predic
tion dictionary and a business partner relationship prediction
dictionary. The input protocol 200 identi?ed based on the
properties of the ?rst ranked pro?le can then be treated as the

?rst ranked input protocol with a highest similarity.
[0068] The selecting module 440 of the system 400 may

instruct the selecting module 440 to switch a current input

switch a current input protocol whether or not corresponding
to the user’s permission or instruction. The selecting module
440 may then proceed to either maintain the current input
protocol or switch the current input protocol to a different

input protocol corresponding to the instruction of the UI 410.
[0070] In any event, the selecting module can switch the
input protocol based on the similarity of the input content 100
with the pro?le 300 (“SWITCH THE INPUT PROTOCOL,”

block 444).
[0071] FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a device and method
for selecting an input protocol based on an input content
arranged in accordance with at least some embodiments
described herein. As illustrated in FIG. 5, a device 500 con

?gured for selecting the input protocol 200 based on the input
content 100 may include a graphic user interface (GUI) 510,
a processing unit 520, a calculating unit 530, a selecting unit
540 and a transmitting unit 550. As noted above, the GUI 510
may be any type ofthe UI 410. The GUI 510, the processing

then select the ?rst ranked input protocol for use for the input

unit 520, the calculating unit 530, and the selecting unit 540 of

content 100 (“SELECT A FIRST RANKED INPUT PRO

the device 500 may have similar functions with the UI 410,

TOCOL,” block 443). After being selected, the selecting

the processing module 420, the calculating module 430, and

module can suggest the ?rst ranked input protocol to a user

the selecting unit 440 of the system 400, as described herein.
The device 500 may further contain a transmitting unit 550,
which may be used to transmit the input content 100 through

through the UI 410 (“SUGGEST THE FIRST RANKED
INPUT PROTOCOL,” block 412). The suggesting may be in
any format. The ?rst ranked input protocol may be displayed
in a pop-up window, displayed with a strong color in the input
area, or ?ashed in an input area of the UI 410. After being

suggested, the user can select the ?rst ranked input protocol.
The UI 410 may then instruct the selecting module 440 to

an internet, a wireless network, or the alike. The device 500
may be any computing device such as a laptop, desktop, or
mobile device, such as a smart phone, a tablet, or the like.
[0072] Accordingly, the GUI 510 can receive input content
100 from a user (“RECEIVE THE INPUT CONTENT,”

switch a currently input protocol to the ?rst ranked input
protocol (“INSTRUCT THE SELECTING MODULE TO
SWITCH THE INPUT PROTOCOL,” 413). The instruction

block 511), and the processing unit 520 can acquire the input

can be provided after acceptance by the user or after a period

lyZe the input content (“ANALYZE THE INPUT CON
TENT,” block 522), and extract the indivisible individual
units (“EXTRACT THE INDIVISIBLE INDIVIDUAL
UNITS,” block 523). The calculating unit 530 can obtain the
extracted indivisible individual units from the processing unit

of time. Also, the selected ?rst ranked protocol may also be
automatically selected and used by the system 400.

[0069]

When suggesting the ?rst ranked input protocol to

the user, the UI 410 may request an input protocol switching
command from the user, which may be the user’ 5 permission

or instruction of switching the current input protocol. The UI

content 100 from the GUI 510 (“ACQUIRE THE INPUT
CONTENT,” block 521"). The processing unit 520 can ana

520, and calculate a similarity between the extracted indivis
ible units and a pro?le (“CALCULATE A SIMILARITY,”

